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ABSTRACT

Critic Fred Botting claims that the gothic genre is

dead due to reader's assimilation of horror in their
everyday lives. He cites violence on the news and graphic

documentaries as ways in which people can be desensitized
to gothic books and movies. This, according to Botting,

results in a lack of expected reader/viewer reaction and is
the basis of his assertion.

This thesis examines three vampire novels: Dracula

(1897), I Am Legend (1954), and Carrion Comfort (1984) .
These three novels were written over a span of nearly one

hundred years and published almost fifty years apart. When
examined from a male gothic standpoint, as defined by Anne

Williams, these novels provide a representative example of
the gothic vampire genre and show that the gothic genre is

still effective for today's readers.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

According to critic Fred Botting, the gothic genre is
dead (Gothic 180). Botting claims that traditional gothic
literary techniques have become ineffective because horror

exists in our daily lives. As such, "Terrors of the night
[have been] replaced by terror of the light"

(Redundancy

140). Gothic literature, asserts Botting, has been,

"made

redundant along with the notions of history, modernity;
ideology and national culture in which it was bound up" and
is now simply fiction that horrifies (Redundancy 153). Such

an argument raises several questions, however. What is the

difference between "terror" and "horror" when such terms
are applied to gothic literature? Are traditional gothic

aesthetics still used in contemporary gothic novels or is

there a new gothic tradition? This thesis will focus on
three vampire novels, Dracula, I Am Legend and Carrion

Comfort. Published in 1897, 1954 and 1989 respectively,
these novels can be used to track the similarities and to

document and progressive emergence of a new aesthetic
within the gothic genre. To completely understand where the
genre is going, we must first look at where it has been and
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an overview of the gothic aesthetic will be a means to that

end.

The Gothic Aesthetic

In 1764, the gothic literary tradition was launched
with the publication of Horace Walpole's The Castle of

Otranto. In this novel we find an obscure prophecy, along

with supernatural and violent events all set in a gloomy
castle. An atmosphere of terror permeates the plot. Add in

a screaming woman and Walpole has started an often
imitated, repeatedly formulaic, and much loved gothic novel

tradition.
The gothic tradition comes with a distinct set of

traits found uniformly throughout the genre, and scholars
tend to concentrate on the content of these works, possibly
due to their formulaic nature. In The Literature of Terror,

David Punter suggests that a gothic novel will stress
terrifying aspects of the plot, insist on old, outdated
settings, feature supernatural events, and use formulaic

characters. He says, "Gothic fiction is the fiction of the
haunted castle, of heroines preyed on by unspeakable
terrors, of the blackly lowering villain, of ghosts,
vampires, monsters and werewolves"
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(1). This is not to say

that all gothic novels will have all of these
characteristics in this exact format, but most novels in
the genre will contains variations of these themes.

At first it would seem that readers would tire of such
formulaic writing, but this does not seem to be the case.

What then, is our fascination with the gothic, and why was
it so popular in the eighteenth century? In order to fully
answer this question, we must move away from the content-

centered approach and look to how the reader, specifically
the middle-class reader, responds to the works. In The

Gothic Tradition, David Stevens posits that in the heyday

of the Enlightenment period, ruled by reason and
rationality, the middle class could retreat into the world

of the gothic to "cultivate imaginary fears and fantasies"
and experience the resulting thrill while remaining safe

from any actual danger (10). Modern scholars use this line

of reasoning to explain why people love to be scared even
to this day.

The "Male" and "Female" Gothic
When examining the gothic genre, we must avoid falling
into the trap of looking through too narrow a lens. Even

when viewed primarily in terms of formal elements,
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recurrent motifs and patterns of content, this genre turns
out to be more rich and varied than some critics have

allowed. For example, in Art of Darkness: A Poetics of
Gothic, Anne Williams maintains that the Gothic and Romance

genres are one and the same while other critics see Gothic
as a sub-genre of Romance. These critics argue that gothic

writing will follow the standard conventions set forth by
the sub-genre where the Romantic is the umbrella that

gothic falls under. According to Northrop Frye in The
Secular Scripture: A Study of the Structure of Romance,

"No

genre stands alone and in dealing with romance I have to

allude to every other aspect of literature as well"

(4).

For the purposes of this thesis, I will examine Williams'

theories as they pertain to gothic literature.
Giving credence to Williams' viewpoint is Jerrold E.

Hogle's research in which he claims that "what we now
identify as 'Romantic' writings of the late eighteenth and

early nineteenth centuries, and even more recent forms of
them, are often deeply dependent on motifs from 'Gothic'

fiction"(1). Both scholars feel that "identity" in relation
to the way in which a reader identifies with the text,

determines the way in which it will be interpreted.
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To further understand this concept, Williams feels
that a revamping of the gothic aesthetic is needed, and as

such we must recognize the existence of a "male" and

"female" gothic genre (I). While subscribing to the basic
tenets of the gothic tradition, the gender separation of
the gothic can shape the way a reader interprets the text.
She uses the female gothic novel, circa 1960, as an example

to prove her point. These novels subscribed to a rigid
formula. The cover of the novel depicted a woman in a filmy

garment fleeing a castle or the equivalent. The setting on
the cover was a moonlit night and usually there would be

one light shining from an otherwise dark house. By giving
the novel a title that implied both an elegant protagonist

and a happy ending, these novels appealed to female readers

and were highly successful (Williams 101). The women in
these novels were usually poor and took jobs as
housekeepers or governesses to make ends meet. Their

employers were mysterious men who often intimidated and
seemed, at first, to dislike the protagonist. While scared
of him, the heroine also found herself attracted to her
employer. She finds her life in danger, believing that her

employer is trying to kill her. At some point there enters

a supernatural element which eventually turns out to have
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natural origins. The heroine learns a moral lesson, often

about self-reliance, after which she and her employer

realize that they are in love, marry and subsequently live
happily ever after. This type of marriage, according to Ian

Watt in The Rise of the Novel: Studies in Defoe,
Richardson, and Fielding, was called hypergamy (marrying

up) and "its ultimate cause is surely the preponderance of

women in the novel-reading public, a preponderance which

this crucial detail of its matrimonial mystique directly
reflects"

(154). It must be noted however, that the idea of

an upwardly mobile marriage is not just a female gothic

trait as it also is a major theme in earlier Romantic

novels such as Samuel Richardson's Pamela (1740) and

Frances Burney's Evelina (1778).
In the female gothic, we experience the action

vicariously through the eyes of the heroine. Following
along, we make the same mistakes in judgment and actions as
she does. We are not observing her actions, but are

experiencing them along with her. This limited point of
view is pivotal in allowing the suspense to build in this
type of novel.

There are several other demands required within the

female gothic formula. The ghosts and other supernatural
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elements are proved to have human agency, and within the
resolution the reader is not expected to believe that these

elements are based in reality. For example, while we think
that there is a ghost within the residence, we come to find

that it is the madwoman in the attic as in Jane Eyre. The
female gothic formula also requires that the female

protagonist experience a resurrection as well as the

resolution of the story resulting in a positive outcome.
After her marriage, the heroine is reborn. She now has

security, love, wealth, a new identity and as such, we are

left with the requisite happy ending.
The 'male gothic' mode of writing, as described by
Williams, often presents more than one point of view. This

goes beyond the simple shifting of narrators and can

include other sources of outside information such as book
excerpts, letters and newspaper articles. Modern gothic

authors will often use a fictional newspaper article or
police report to nicely tie up the ending of a story in

which supernatural events preclude the reader from

participating in the aftermath of a given event (i.e. where
the narrator has been killed).

The supernatural in the male gothic is presented as

reality. The ghosts are real, the monsters are real - there
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is no human agency to explain away the events. In his

Biographia Literaria, Samuel Taylor Coleridge calls this,
"that willing suspension of disbelief for the moment that

constitutes poetic faith"

(6-7). Williams as examples cites

Levin's Rosemary's Baby, where readers are asked to believe
as fact that Satan can impregnate a human woman, and King's

Carrie, in which telekinesis as a power of apocalyptic

proportions is presented as fact (103).

Where the female gothic tradition requires a happy
ending and a spiritual rebirth for the protagonist, the
male tradition presents just the opposite. The hero often
dies while the other characters involved are often changed

in a manner from which they might never recover. The
heroine in male gothic literature is a weak, too curious,
and often simpering girl whose victimization may cause

voyeuristic pleasure within the reader (Williams 104).
These qualities often place her in danger, or more

specifically put her virtue in jeopardy, and this

identification of the female as a sexual being is an
integral part of the male gothic formula. Williams, drawing
upon Julia Kristeva's analysis of horror, states "we can
see that the Male Gothic conventionally echoes the

primitive anxiety about the "female"
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[...]"

(Williams 106).

We can see this in play once again by using Carrie and

Rosemary's Baby (both the novels and cinematic releases) as
examples. It is not until the title character Carrie has

her first menstrual cycle (making her able to become a
mother) that her power is unleashed. Moreover, the entire

premise of Rosemary's Baby hinges upon her ability to
conceive Satan's child.
What, if any, impact might these gender separations in

regards to the gothic tradition have upon the reader?
Williams maintains that the,

"Female Gothic is organized

around the resources of terror, of an imagined threat and
the process by which that threat is dispelled, Male Gothic

specializes in horror - the bloody shroud, the wormy
corpse"

(104) . In order to understand the male and female

gothic modes of writing, we must examine the meaning of
"terror" and "horror" as emotions evoked when reading such

texts.

Terror versus Horror: The Emotion of Gothic
A cursory internet search of "male female gothic"

almost always returns results that prominently feature the

terms "terror" and "horror" linking the former with the

female and the latter with the male, much as Williams does.
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While neither term can be considered a formalist concept,
the idea of both "terror" and "horror" require a reader-

centered focus to be meaningfully employed. Williams, whose
theory is primarily content-focused and thus tends to view

content in more isolated terms, does not sufficiently
address "terror" and "horror" and therefore, we must
examine the theories of critics who seek to answer the

following questions: is the emotion of "terror" different
than the emotion of "horror" and does a distinction between
the two matter?

Many critics argue that the gothic genre aims to evoke
a physical response on the part of the reader, a response

where pleasure is linked with the idea of pain or fear.

Jacques Lacan calls this association of pleasure with pain
jouissance, or raising sensation nearly to the point of

pain to create an almost orgasmic sense of pleasure. In
many of his seminars, Lacan spoke of the juxtaposition of
pain and pleasure and of the overwhelming and intense
emotions that may ensue when these two feelings are joined.

Also along these lines is Edmund Burke's notion of
"the sublime". In his A Philosophical Enquiry into the

Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful, he

states:
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Whatever is fitted in any sort to excite the

ideas of pain, and danger, that is to say,
whatever is in any sort terrible, or is
conversant about terrible objects, or operates in

a manner analogous to terror, is a source of the
sublime; that is, it is productive of the

strongest emotion which the mind is capable of
feeling [...]

(39) .

Having read the above, combined with the statement that we
can be,

"amazed, awe inspired, astonished by the sublime"

(Burke 97), it could be said that Burke sees sublime terror
as a state for readers to seek out and embrace, rather than
something to be avoided.
The Burkean sublime as it applies to gothic can be
said to occur with the loss of self, but a mindful

awareness of a loss of rational control (Voller 18). We
choose to read books and see films that we know will scare
us. We knowingly give up the perceived safety of our

rational minds for as long as it takes to read the book or
see the movie. We want to be scared; to a fan of the
gothic, it's a good thing. Applying all these notions

specifically to gothic literature, Fred Botting maintains

that in the gothic "[s]hocks, supernatural incidents and
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superstitious beliefs set out to promote a sense of sublime
awe and wonder which entwine with fear and elevate

emotions"

(Gothic 44). It would seem then that there is a

consensus that the aim of gothic is to scare the mind into
the Burkean definition of sublimity. The question that

remains is what emotion drives this sublime state?
Due to the vast amount of scholarship trying to define

the terms "terror" and "horror", it seems that the author's
goal within the gothic genre is to evoke an emotional

response within the reader, be it terror, horror or
something else. There seems to be no consensus among

scholars about which of these emotions gothic should seek
to strive for, although critics seem to feel that evoking

"terror" is more satisfying than the other emotions. Steven

King sums it up nicely in his nonfiction book, Danse

Macabre, when he writes, "I recognize terror as the finest
emotion and so I will try to terrorize the reader. But if I

cannot terrify, I will try to ’horrify, and if I find I
cannot horrify, I'll go for the gross-out. I'm not proud"

(2 6) . It appears then that any emotional response, even
revulsion, is an acceptable goal for authors of the gothic.

Most scholars agree that the power of these emotions
stems from a cognitive reaction to a stimulus and that
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"terror" and "horror" are two separate and distinct
entities. Anne Radcliffe, drawing from Burke in her article
"On the Supernatural in Poetry", links "terror" to

apprehension and the sublime, and feels that terror makes
the reader come up, with an intellectual reasoning as to why

he or she feels anxious and fearful. "Horror", on the other

hand, appeals to baser mental faculties and is unable to be
resolved intellectually (150).

She states,

"Terror and

horror are so far opposite, that the first expands the
soul, and awakens the faculties to a high degree of life;
the other contracts, freezes and nearly annihilates them"

(150). A more colorful observation comes from Devendra
Varma in The Gothic Flame as he states that the difference

between "terror" and "horror" is "the difference between
awful apprehension and sickening realisation: between the

smell of death and stumbling against a corpse"

(130). Like

Radcliffe, Varma also looks to Burke and the sublime but
critiques Burke for not addressing horror in his treatise.

Varma writes, "he related only Terror to beauty, and

probably did not conceive of the beauty of the Horrid, the
grotesque power of something ghastly, too vividly imprinted

on the mind and sense"

(130).
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If Burke and Varma are correct, it would seem that
terror arises when one is uncertain and faced with the

obscure. Burke identifies obscurity as an element of the

sublime. He states "[...] I think there are reasons in nature
why the obscure idea, when properly conveyed, should be

more affecting than the clear"

(57). To convey the power of

obscurity, he cites Milton's personification of Death in

Paradise Lost:
The other shape,

If shape it might be call'd that shape had
none
Distinguishable in member, joynt, or limb,

Or substance might be call1d that shadow

seem'd,
For each seem'd either,- black it stood as

Night,

Fierce as ten Furies, terrible as Hell,
And shook a dreadful Dart; what seem'd his
head

The likeness of a Kingly Crown had on

(11:666-73).
as "dark, uncertain, confused, terrible, and sublime to the
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last degree" and says of Milton "No person seems better to

have understood the secret of heightening, or of setting

terrible things [...] in their strongest light by the force

of obscurity, than Milton (55).

Terror is the obscure, the hidden; it is what we fear
might happen. Horror comes about when we can clearly see

what we are faced with. It appeals to the senses - we can

see, hear, taste, smell or touch horror. Terror is the fear
that the monster might be in the closet, and horror is when
we open the closet door and see it (or have it grab us as

it grabs the hapless victim). It also appears that "terror"

is an intellectually superior goal as it pertains to gothic
literature, although both emotions can bring pleasure to
the reader.

Other critics, when trying to define "terror" and
"horror" hold that these emotions are not brought about by
the "clear" or the "obscure" but are instead concerned with

what is happening to us as readers or viewers. These
feelings can also be aroused when we are faced with the

plight of others. Terry Heller, in The Delights of Terror -

An Aesthetics of the Tale of Terror, claims:
Terror is the fear that harm will come to

oneself. Horror is the emotion one feels in
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anticipating and witnessing harm coming to others

for whom one cares.

[...] This distinction should

make clear that much of what we experience as
horror in literature is only distantly related to

what we experience in tales of terror proper
(19) -

The magic of gothic terror places the reader inside of

the action, makes them forget that they are reading and
makes them feel in harm's way. Gothic horror, according to

this school of thought, vicariously brings the reader along
for the ride. The commonality between "terror" and "horror"

is that both will make the reader fearful with the

difference lying in the object of the fear (i.e. is the

action happening to me or to someone else). Thus the
content of the text as well as the psychological response
of the reader must be considered in order to examine and

understand the distinction of these two terms.
Whether one is being terrified or horrified, fear
certainly plays a large part in the emotion of gothic.

Clearly, as shown by the success of gothic, there is

something enjoyable about being terrified and nothing makes
one more fearful than being faced with the possibility of

pain. With Inquiry, Burke pulls away from the tenets of
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formalism and is concerned with a reader's response to a
text. He associates the term "terror" with the feeling of
"delight" and the term "delight" with the idea of physical

pain. He defines "delight" as "the sensation which

accompanies the removal of pain or danger" and claims that,

without exception, terror will bring about feelings of
delight (Inquiry 34, 42). It is our relief in confronting
and subsequently surviving pain or death, even if it is

only imaginary, that produces these feelings of delight.
The human mind plays a significant role in our

enjoyment of the terrible. Burke explains this concept by
distinguishing between actual pain and terror:

The only difference between pain and terror is,

that things which cause pain operate on the mind
by the intervention of the body; whereas things
that cause terror generally affect the bodily

organs by the operation of the mind suggesting
the danger (120).
But is this feeling truly "terror" as the term has

been previously defined? One would think that agents of
pain would be clearly defined within a work and thus not be
obscure as noted by Radcliffe and Varma. Agents of pain,
one would think, should inspire horror. Take, for instance,
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the recent Saw movie series. In these films, the main

character is known as the Jigsaw Killer. He has a terminal
illness and is despondent over what he feels is his wasted
life. He kidnaps victims whom he feels are taking their

lives for granted and places them in deadly traps.. This,
Jigsaw hopes, will give them the opportunity to atone for
their wasted lives.

Jigsaw's traps often involve severe physical or
psychological torture. For example, in the first movie two

men are chained on opposite sides of a room. One man
(Gordon) is told he must kill the other (Adam) within a
certain time frame in order to spare the lives of his wife
and children. Ultimately, Gordon saws off his own foot in

order to escape and leaves Adam chained in the room. The

viewer then discovers that what we took to be a corpse
lying in the floor of the room the entire time was actually

Jigsaw observing the action. He (Jigsaw) then exits leaving
Adam chained to the wall to die.

This sequence of events allows the viewer to be both

terrified and horrified. Terror comes as we wonder both how
Gordon will escape and if he will indeed kill Adam. At this
time in the film we have no way of knowing the outcome and

as we fear for Gordon and Adam we are truly terrified. The
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horror comes when Gordon saws off his foot. This image is
laid out for the viewer in all its bloody glory, and there

is nothing obscure and nothing to wonder about. The viewer
is again horrified as Jigsaw identifies himself. We view
him as a monster because what other than a monster could

pretend to be a corpse while subjecting these men to such

torture. We go back to terror as Adam is left to die and we
can only wonder about his death since there is no actual,

visual resolution. It is only in a subsequent film that we

find out (and are horrified to discover) that a female
protege of Jigsaw's smothered him.
This film series epitomizes the definition that terror

is what we cannot see and horror is what we are faced with.

However, the pain sequences are those that inspire horror,
seemingly contradicting Burke. No one in the viewing

audience actually feels their foot being cut off, they can
only empathize with Gordon as he deals with the physical
and emotional pain of his actions. Moreover, the audience

also is left to grapple with Gordon's decision wondering

what they might do in such a situation. This scene might

cause a physical, visceral response among the viewer, but

it is a response to the emotion of horror, not terror.
If a tangible threat is a requirement of horror, is there a
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set motif within the gothic that can be readily identified?
Critics would answer yes and state that this standard

feature would be a monster, "whether it be supernatural,
human, or a metaphor for the psychological torment of a
guilt ridden human"

(Fonseca and Pulliam 4). Frankenstein's

monster, a serial child molester, or the above mentioned

Jigsaw can all be considered gothic monsters. While both
"terror" and "horror" narratives can have monsters, the
difference is that even with the monster requirement, a
horror text or movie does not have to have the intention of

producing fear, contrary to that of a terror narrative.

Slasher films of 1980's and 1990's can be seen as an
example of this. Such films, Friday the 13th, for example,
do not have a viable plot but are filled with horrifying,
visual images of people being killed in novel ways. It

would seem, then, that the days of psychological terror in
gothic are waning while the days of the monster or horrorcentered gothic have arrived. It is now the era of the

monster which brings with it a new complexity when
criticizing the genre.
In his article "Psychology of Horror Films", Steven
Kuchuck expands this notion by claiming that horror occurs
when normality, defined as "compliance with current,
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dominant social norms", is threatened by a monster (14).
His premise is that "badness" does not occur in the

normalcy of our everyday lives but only in that of the

"Other". As such, when viewing the horrific, we can feel

"superior and safe"

(14). In this instance however, the

horrific allows us to face our fears and even death in a

protected atmosphere, similar to Burke's notion of sublime
terror.

Everyday Horror in an Everyday World

Fred Botting argues, however, that in today's world,
the term "horror" can no longer apply to the gothic since,

"horror, it seems, has moved out of the realms of Gothic

fiction [...] and into the hyper real ism of everyday

occurrence"

(Redundancy 146). He repeatedly uses

documentaries and dramas about cosmetic surgeries as
examples of the visual horror we are exposed to on a
regular basis. This assumes, on incorrectly on Botting's
part, that Discovery Channel documentaries have the same

demographics as fans of gothic books and literature.
Botting also feels that today's gothic is driven more by

empty conventions than traditional gothic emotional
elements.

In his view, "The Gothic way of producing
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objects of horror by playing with convention and
expectations becomes increasingly ineffective in the

twentieth century as evil becomes banalised and (hyper)

reality outstrips fiction" (Redundancy 145). He uses From

Dusk Till Dawn, a 1996 film directed by Quentin Tarentino
and starring George Clooney, as an example of horror that

no longer works. Botting writes:
The visual and verbal jokes draw attention, with

thinly reflexive playfulness, to the surfaces,
conventions and formulas of vampire fiction and
film, except that From Dusk Till Dawn places

vampires within the realistic genre., as part of a

hyperrealism determined by the media screen
itself (Redundancy 142).
The question here is why, out of all the vampire movies of
the 1990's (Bram Stoker's Dracula (1992), Interview With
the Vampire (1994), and Blade (1998) among them), did

Botting choose From Death Till Dawn as an example? It can
be described as a parody at best and a bad movie at worst.

In his article "Tarantino Continues to Stumble in 'Dusk'",
Mike LaSalle writes:
Quentin Tarantino and Robert Rodriguez had

their fun with "From Dusk Till Dawn," and
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now they need to stay away from each other.
For their own good. Forever. The picture

shows what happens when a writer (Tarantino)
and a director (Rodriguez) come together and
reinforce each other’s worst tendencies and

misconceptions, namely: A) Any unexpected
reference to popular culture is cool; B)

Bloodbaths are cool and blood oceans even
cooler; C) Playing around with the
conventions of a genre automatically
constitutes cleverness and creativity. The

result is disaster. '"From Dusk Till Dawn,1’

[...]

is an ugly, unpleasant criminals-on-the-

lam film that midway turns into a boring and
completely repellent vampire "comedy.11 If
it’s not one of the worst films of 1996 it

will have been one miserable year (1).

I would think that no serious vampire connoisseur would

have expected that a Tarentino/Clooney collaboration would
be seen as a serious gothic offering.
Botting feels that since we are faced with the

horrific in our everyday lives, we have become immune to

horrifying stimuli and no longer respond to the gothic by
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feeling this emotion. Faced with murders and torture on the
news and graphic plastic surgery on the television, he
maintains that we no longer respond to the horrible since

such acts are for us "normal". He writes:

Moving out of the darkness of dungeons and away
from the nether regions of city, family or

society, leaving the gloomy dark nature of
forests or the shadowy realms of unconscious

wishes, horror glows in the over-illuminated
pulse of surgical and virtual realities"

(Redundancy 139-40).
(It is interesting to note that he does not equate the
emotion of "terror" with the gothic tradition - he focuses
solely on "horror".)

Botting also cites the advent of cinema as a

contributing factor to the decline of gothic. The visual
medium offers immediate gratification for the viewer, with
the horror often bordering on comedy, and requires no

effort of the imagination. Such films are formulaic in
structure, resulting in an "overfamiliarity with

conventions" and thus requiring blatant visual stimulation

in order to stimulate a horrific reaction (Botting
Redundancy 141).
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While Botting may have a point about the nature of
most of today's "horror" films, most notably those falling

within the sub-genre of "slasher" films, he fails to take

into the account the multi-million dollar industry of the
horror fiction industry. Stephen King is a household name,

known even to those who do not read him. In 2005, Elizabeth
Kostova received an unheard-of two million dollar advance
for "The Historian", a modern reworking of the Dracula

tale. These books must inspire some type of emotion within
the reader, be it "terror" or "horror", in order for the
industry to continue to be a money-making success.

Can we be addicted to this feeling? It has been noted we

would rather see something terrifying and enjoy the
pleasure and relief that the terrible event is not
happening to us rather than flee the situation. In fact,
John Aikin and Anna Laetitia Barbauld addressed this issue

in 1775 claiming, "We rather chuse [sic] to suffer the
smart pang of a violent emotion than the uneasy craving of
an unsatisfied desire" and even coined the phrase "the pain

of suspense"

(119-120).

While there are some definitions of "terror" and
"horror" that may be interchangeable, there seems to be

several "truths" that can be said when looking at these
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terms in the light of the gothic genre. First, the sublime

can accompany terror because the power of the imagination

is greater than any narrative or image provided for the
reader. This is true for terror and not horror because

obscurity and the unknown are major tenets of terror. In
fact, H.P. Lovecraft claims that, "the oldest and strongest
emotion of mankind is fear, and the oldest and strongest

kind of fear is fear of the unknown"

(82). Second, to

experience terror is seen as superior to horror as it deals
with the unknown and allows the reader to transcend the
physical realm to venture into the spiritual. Finally,
although horror is a more physical experience, often

allowing for a gut-wrenching, stomach-turning occurrence
and clearly revealing its horrors, it can provide just as
powerful, albeit different, emotional experience as terror.

Thus,

"terror" arises when the threat is obscure, we fear

for ourselves and are involved with the work.

"Horror", on

the other hand, occurs when we can clearly see the menace

and experience the risk vicariously through others.

Consequently, I posit that the three vampire novels
(Dracula, I Am Legend and Carrion Comfort), when viewed

through Williams' male gothic lens, are monster centered,
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horror producing effective gothic aesthetic objects that

prove to be most effective in what they attempt to do.
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CHAPTER TWO

VAMPIRE EVERCHANGING (DRACULA)

In the bonus features on the DVD version of Tod

Browning's 1931 movie Dracula, Carla Laemmle (niece of
Dracula producer Carl Laemmle) states, in an interview that

everyone knew who the character of Dracula was, even if
they had never read the book. Anne Williams says:
This popular lore is derived from Bram

Stoker's novel (1897), though today many people
unacquainted with Dracula are familiar with the
"nature" and "habits" of the vampire. He lives on

as well in the Undeath of scholarly discourse

(Signs 445).
Even so, comparing the movie Dracula to the figure in the
novel is like comparing apples to oranges. For example,

there are three common misconceptions about the character
Dracula (Stoker's version) when one only refers to the
reworking of the character in the film version. First, in

the original movie and most subsequent versions, Dracula is

seen as handsome and debonair, even at times sexy. David
Punter in The Literature of Terror also describes Dracula

in this vein by saying,

"the vampire in British culture [...]
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is a fundamentally antibourgeois figure. He is elegant,

well dressed, a master of seduction, a cynic, a person

exempt from prevailing socio-moral codes"

(104) .

This portrayal of the character of Dracula as described by

Stoker could not be further from the truth when reading the

novel. As Elizabeth Miller points out in Dracula: Sense &
Nonsense,

"Dracula is cadaverous; has a receding hairline,

bad breath, cruel mouth, protruding teeth and red eyes;
when well fed, he looks like a filthy leech. Hardly a "10"

on anyone's scale"

(107). She continues by saying that

Stoker, "perceived his vampire as a creature of the devil
who was recruited by choice: he was not the romantic,

angst-driven figure so well know to us now"

(94). Although

Stoker may have intended that Dracula be a sexy villain, it
was Hollywood that gave the vampire the look to go along

with the persona.
In another contradiction, many vampire novels and
movies portray the undead fleeing from the sun and
spontaneously combusting when unable to escape it. This is

in direct contradiction to what we find in Stoker's novel.
Stoker's Dracula can move about freely in the daylight and
although his powers seem somewhat diminished, he certainly

does not go up in flames. In her work, Elizabeth Miller
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cites no fewer than nine instances of Dracula out in the
daylight (96) . Movie versions also perpetuate the myth that

Dracula was killed by a wooden stake through the heart, a

death for vampires that has continued to permeate both
novel and film throughout the years. In fact, Stoker's

Dracula was killed when Mr. Morris stabs him in the heart

with a bowie knife. Dracula then crumbles into dust and
fades away. It should be noted that this event did occur in
the daylight during Dracula's 'sleep' and since Dracula was

in a weakened state, this might account for the ease in

which the vampire was dispatched.

The importance of these

distinctions is to show that the aesthetics of the Dracula
legend are mutable depending on the medium and goes to the
argument that the gothic, as a genre., may be a capricious

one.
The character of Dracula himself, as noted by Milly

Williamson in The Lure of the Vampire,

"has tended to be

interpreted as a set of fixed metaphors and symbols which,

particularly in the case of some psychoanalytic accounts,
tend to universalize the nature of the psyche and

foreground issues to do with masculinity" and states that
for the purpose of literary criticism, the reader of

Dracula ‘should be assumed to be a middle class male. This
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certainly makes sense when analyzing the novel though "male

gothic" reading as proposed by Anne Williams.

The Aesthetics of Dracula
Rather than being written in a chronological style,
Stoker uses a modified belletristic form incorporating

letters, journal entries, diary entries, shipping logs
and newspaper clippings. Much like Daniel Defoe in

Robinson Crusoe (1719), Stoker chronicles the seemingly

mundane in order to increase credibility for the reader.
In her article, Dracula: the Unseen Face in the Mirror,

Carol A. Senf posits that this serves to,
the novel's mythic qualities"

"de-emphasize

(422). By employing the use

of circumstantial realism within Dracula, readers might

be better able to suspend their disbelief of the

supernatural in the story.
The novel is clearly divided into four sections:

chapters one through four, five through sixteen,
seventeen through twenty-three and twenty-four through
twenty-seven. In the first section, Jonathon Harker, an

English lawyer, travels to Castle Dracula in Transylvania
on a real estate matter. Harker is set up as a romantic

"everyman" as he records, mundane aspects of his trip in
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his journal to recall later for his fiancee, Mina. For

example after recording the contents of a meal that he
has eaten, Harker writes,

"(Mem. get recipe for Mina)"

(Stoker 9). It is at Castle Dracula that Harker is
assaulted by three female vampires (jackals, as labeled

by Dracula). The love-struck Harker, as depicted in the
beginning pages of the novel, sets the reader up for

this. His interaction with the jackals, and his very
sexual reaction to them, in contrast to the Harker that

we are already familiar with, makes this moment all the
more powerful.

It is in chapter three that we read one of the most
famous quotations from the novel,

"Listen to them - the

children of the night. What music they make!"

(24). This

quote refers to the wolves howling in the night. These

chapters also give us the parameters of vampire strengths
and weaknesses. Harker is given a cross when the

villagers learn of his destination. He sees Dracula shape
shift and scale the castle walls. He also discovers the

fifty boxes of soil with Dracula inside one of them.

These boxes are noteworthy as Dracula travels with them

to England, dispersing them in places where he might be

caught at sunup. Vampire legend holds that one of the
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limitations of the undead is that they must sleep on
their native soil. There is indication in Stoker's notes
that he did research on the vampire tradition, and it
seems that Stoker made some attempt to have his vampires

remain true to type during his story.
The next segment, chapters five through sixteen,

centers on the conflict over Lucy Westenra. In Vampires

in the Light, Nina Auerbach writes of this section as a

voyeuristic account of Lucy's transformation (395).
Dracula's shape-shifting ability is reiterated as Lucy

sleepwalks, is bitten by Dracula and eventually dies. Her
fiance and former suitors, as well as Dr. Van Helsing,
Mina and Harker, band together in an attempt to discover

what ails Lucy. Although they do discover the secret of
the vampire, this knowledge comes too late to save Lucy's

life. Even though Dracula is the catalyst for Lucy's

eventual death, as one of the undead, her demise comes at
the hands of her former friends rather than directly by
the vampire himself.

Next,

in chapters seventeen through twenty-three, the

conflict shifts to the now married Mina and the group of
men who have solidified their bond in order to hunt and
destroy Dracula. Chapter eighteen particularly reads like
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a vampire "primer" describing in detail (through Mina's

journal entry) what a vampire is, while identifying its
supernatural powers, strengths and ways in which it can

be killed. The hunters are no longer an unorganized,
unfocused group but have been united by the knowledge of

what the vampire is and the damage it can cause. Terry
Heller,

in The Delights of Terror, says that the central

question of the novel is,
that,

him"

"Who is Dracula?" and posits

"the hunters cannot conquer Dracula until they know
(73). The final chapters (twenty-four through

twenty-seven) are concerned with the pursuit of Dracula
to Transylvania and his ultimate death.

The Sexuality of Dracula
Heller proposes that the answer to the question
defining Dracula is that he represents,

"the repressed

unconscious of Harker's society, especially the part
concerned with infantile sexuality" and no discourse on

this novel would be complete without, at the very least, a
cursory nod to the sexual overtones found throughout the

novel. In Coitus Interruptus: Sex, Bram Stoker, and
Dracula, Elizabeth Miller writes:
The theme was picked up and applied specifically
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to Dracula in 1959 by Maurice Richardson, who

contends that vampirism in the story makes sense

only from a Freudian perspective, that Dracula is
a "kind of incestuous, necrophilous, oral-anal-

sadistic all-in wrestling match", a "blatant
demonstration of the Oedipal complex"

(418-19),

and that the novel presents the vampire count as
a father-figure of great power, the evil father

who hordes all the women and the young men
(sons), who kill him to destroy his sexual
monopoly (1).

Although Dracula as father-figure does not appear
until midway through the novel, the idea of sexual

repression is introduced almost immediately. In Chapter
three, Jonathon Harker finds himself in Castle Dracula with

three female vampires. He acknowledges the effect that they
have on him when writes in his journal:
All three had brilliant white teeth that shone

like pearls against the ruby of their voluptuous
lips. There was something about them that made me
uneasy, some longing and at the same time some

deadly fear. I felt in my heart a wicked, burning

desire that they would kiss me with those red
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lips.

(42)

Seeming to apply the Freudian notion that morbid dread

always symbolizes repressed sexual wishes, Harker also
notes the effect that his emotional and physical response

would have on his fiancee, Mina as he pens, "It is not good
to note this down, lest some day it should meet Mina's eyes
and cause her pain, but it is the truth"

(42). This

descriptive passage sets the tone for repressed sexual
desire, particularly oral desire, throughout the rest of
the novel.

According to Phyllis A. Roth in "Suddenly Sexual Women
in Dracula,

"a deliberate attempt is made to make sexuality

seem unthinkable in "normal relations" between the sexes"

(414). We see this when Lucy is staked, "his untrembling
arm rose and fell, driving deeper and deeper the mercy

bearing stake, whilst the blood from the pierced heart
welled and spurted up around it"

(192) as intercourse and

climax is juxtaposed with death.

Another scene, which applies both to unnatural sex as
well as the oral aspect, is when Mina suckles at Dracula's
breast. As her rescuers burst into the room, Dracula looks

up with what can be described as a look of sexual release,
"His eyes flamed red with devilish passion. The great
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nostrils of the white aquiline nose opened wide and
quivered at the edge, and the white sharp teeth, behind the

full lips of the blood dripping mouth, clamped together
like those of a wild beast"

(247).

It should be noted that nineteenth century women were

not, as a general rule, portrayed as the sexpots like we
find in literature and movies of today. The interesting

thing about Stoker's female vampires is that they were
sexual beings. David Pirie writes in A Heritage of Horror:
The English Gothic Cinema 1947-1972:

Dracula can be seen as the greatest submerged

force of Victorian libido breaking out to punish
the repressive society which had imprisoned it;
one of the most appalling things that Dracula

does to the matronly women of his Victorian

enemies [...] is to make them sensual (84) .
Their bite, like Dracula's, is more than just a

transformational process but carries sexual, particularly

oral, connotations as well. David Punter says, in A
Companion to the Gothic, that their bite is "a 'kiss' but

carrying with it pain and blood analogous to those of

defloration or violent intercourse, the vampire's bite is
at once oral yet penetrative"

(145). Of the three novels to
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be examined in this thesis, Dracula is the only one to have
such blatant sexual overtones at the heart of its theme.
Of course, people have continued to read Dracula for over
one hundred years for reasons other than the sex. Terry

Heller, in The Delights of Terror, says that we enjoy
Dracula because it gives us "safe thrills"

(72). Part of

its aesthetic is that it presents us with,

"ideas and

images of terror screened by various conventional and
special techniques so that the real reader can experience

power over these images and ideas"

(Heller 72).

These

ideas and images speak to Freud and Kristeva's notion of
the reenactment of repression. Certain things that may seem

impure or improper, yet still intrigue us, may be repressed

so that we can be seen as 'normal'. Novels such as Dracula,
allow us to receive pleasure from our repressed desires as
we see them being acted out by other people.

Dracula and the "Male Gothic"
Generally speaking, Dracula is usually read from a

"male gothic" point of view. Bearing this in mind, the

features that we must look for when analyzing this novel
are the supernatural elements being offered as truth, no

happy ending, having a main character die or having the
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character's lives altered in ways from which they might

never recover. The females in the novel should be weak,
simpering and too curious for their own good, and it is
these behaviors which often result in their downfall. Also,

these female characters should act in a manner so that the
reader can intuit that they are sexual beings. Dracula

certainly does not let us down in any of these areas.

Stoker goes to great lengths to present his novel as fact.
His use of the epistolary writing device adds realism as,

instead of an omniscient narrator, we have the story told
from multiple points of view. Due to journal entries and
letters, we know the thoughts and actions of most of the

main characters. His use of newspaper clippings presents
the reader with additional information to which the

characters are not privy and therefore cannot write about.
This juxtaposition of realism and fiction assists in the

suspension of disbelief and keeps the reader off balance as

to the veracity of what they are reading which only
heightens the suspense as they get caught up in the action

of the story.
The death of Lucy and even the death of Dracula

himself meets another of the criteria of the male gothic.

In fact, Stoker at no point indicates that any of the
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characters are safe. By killing Lucy., Stoker manages to

throw the reader off balance so they will wonder who will
die next. As a result, the possibility is raised that

Dracula might survive and emerge victorious despite the
assumption at the beginning of the novel that the "villain"
would die in the end and the protagonists would be
vindicated. The readers never find themselves on sure

footing, as they might with a more traditional novel.

Stoker also mixes the supernatural with realism by having
Van Helsing present the idea of vampires and the

character's (Arthur, Quincy and particularly Dr. Seward)

subsequent reaction to this idea. At first, Van Helsing is

understandably disinclined to reveal his suspicions of the
origin of Lucy's illness. Dr. Seward's journal relates an

exchange between the doctor and Van Helsing. After Lucy's
death Dr. Seward says "It is the end" and Van Helsing
replies,

"Not so,- alas! Not so. It is only the beginning!

(Stoker 147). When questioned as to his meaning, Van

Helsing does not at that time explain.

When Van Helsing finally presents the suggestion that
a vampire is responsible, for Lucy's death, it is related

with systematic precision. He first tells Dr. Seward that
he is intelligent but prejudiced and continues, "You do not
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let your eyes see nor your ears hear, and that which is

outside your daily life is not of account to you" .(Stoker
170). Van Helsing then brings up the concepts of hypnotism

and thought-reading and draws Seward's attention to how he
believes in the former but not the latter (Stoker 171).
Next he introduces the idea of blood-sucking bats that

drain sailors to death in their sleep, and it is at this
point that Seward reacts with questions, but Van Helsing

quickly quiets him (Stoker 171-2).
Van Helsing goes on to present fact after fact of

unbelievable but proven instances that occur world-wide. He
then draws attention to the fact that recently mutilated
children had the same small holes in their neck as did

Lucy, which leads Seward to ask the question, "You think
then that those so small holes in the children's throats

were made by the same that made the hole in Miss Lucy?"

(Stoker 173). At last Van Helsing feels that Seward is
ready to hear the truth and states,

Lucy!"

"They were made by Miss

(Stoker 173).

As would be expected, Dr. Seward questions Van
Helsing's sanity, but again he analytically allays Seward's

disbelief as he says:

My friend, it was because I wished to be gentle
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in the breaking to you, for I know you have loved
that so sweet lady. But even yet I do not expect
you to believe. It is so hard to accept at once
any abstract truth, that we may doubt such to be

possible when we have always believed the "no" of
it; it is more hard still to accept so sad a
concrete truth, and of such a one as Miss Lucy.

Tonight I go to prove it. Dare you come with me?

(Stoker 173).
They then go examine one of the injured children in the
hospital so that Seward could see that there was no easy

medical explanation and later that night they went to the
cemetery to find Lucy's coffin empty. Although they still

do not want to believe, Seward (along with Arthur and

Quincy) are able to take the appropriate course of action

when they later actually see the undead Lucy thanks to Van
Helsing's careful cultivation of the truth. But Lucy in

death is an entirely different entity from Lucy in life.
Surely, there are no weaker fictional female
characters to be found in literature than that of the

character of Lucy Westenra. At nineteen, Lucy's beauty and

personality tend to attract attention, particularly from
men, and she is sometimes unable to discern when this
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consideration should be avoided. As a result, she falls

under the spell of Dracula. Her friends try desperately to

save her but to no avail. She succumbs and becomes a
vampire. Her beauty is again highlighted as children,
seeing her as a vampire, refer to her as the "boofer lady"

(Stoker 174). In this context, "boofer" means beautiful in
an allusion to chapter nine of "Our Mutual Friend" by

Charles Dickens.
Lucy cries often and shows her immaturity when she

says, "Here I was almost making fun of this great-hearted,
true gentleman" referring to Dr. Seward and his marriage

proposal (one of three that she received in one day)

(Stoker 60). She goes on to tell Mina in her letter of the

third marriage proposal to which she alludes that she

accepted, but refuses to reveal the gentleman's name. Her

many proposals emphasize her sexuality, and Joseph

Andriano, in Our Ladies of Darkness: Feminine Daemonology
in Male Gothic Fiction, feels that Lucy's three proposals,
"echo the scene with Jonathon Harker and the three sisters

in Dracula's castle"

(108) . Lucy ultimately ends up with a

stake through the heart, beheaded and. her mouth stuffed

with garlic (Stoker 192-3) .
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An aberration, if you will, in the male gothic reading

of Dracula is the character of Mina Harker. In an era and a
novel of male dominance, Mina emerges as one'of the

strongest characters in the novel. She is an intelligent,

independent woman who serves as a mother figure (rather
than a sexual being) to most of the males in the novel, is
picked by Dracula to use against the men hunting him and is
finally instrumental in the death of the vampire.
Van Helsing says of Mina:

Ah, that wonderful Madam Minal She has a man's
brain - a brain that a man should have were he
much gifted - and a woman's heart. The good God

fashioned her for a purpose, believe me, when He

made that so good combination. Friend John, up to

now fortune has made that woman of help to us
[...] "

(Stoker 207) .

Mina is presented as a "new woman" and mentions such a

person in chapter eight after she boasts of the quantity of
food that she and Lucy had consumed on an outing as well as

suggesting that a woman might one day propose marriage to a
man (Stoker 86-7). According to Elizabeth Miller, the term

"new woman" was first used in the August 1883 article, "The
Social Standing of the New Woman" which appeared in the
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feminist newspaper The Woman's Herald (Sense 88). It is
clear that Stoker had a working understanding of the

burgeoning women's suffrage movement when he created this
character, and she is clearly at odds with a male gothic

heroine.
Count Dracula recognized Mina's strength of character.

Unlike Lucy whom he just 'turned', he forced her to suckle
from his breast and fall under his command. She later
relates of the experience:

Then he spoke to me mockingly,

’And so you, like

the others, would play your brains against mine.

You would help these men to hunt me and frustrate

me in my design! You know now, and they know in
part already, and will know in full before long,
what it is to cross my path. They should have
kept their energies for use closer to home.

Whilst they played wits against me, against me
who commanded nations, and intrigued for them,
and fought for .them, hundreds of years before

they were born, I was countermining them. And
you, their best beloved one, are now to me, flesh
of my flesh, blood of my blood, kin of my kin, my

bountiful wine-press for a while, and shall be
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later on my companion and my helper. You shall be

avenged in turn, for not one of them but shall
minister to your needs. But as yet you are to be

punished for what you have done. You have aided
in thwarting me. Now you shall come to my call.
When my brain says "Come!" to you, you shall

cross land or sea to do my bidding (Stoker 2512) .

This passage serves several purposes. First, not only does

it emphasize the power of Count Dracula, it sets Mina up as
a figure worthy of being a companion to him. Next, it
acknowledges her part in both the physical and intellectual

pursuit of the vampire and tells of her punishment for

those actions. Finally, it serves as a warning to his

pursuers and to the reader that their feelings for Mina may
interfere with their resolution to kill Dracula.

Many critics argue that by making Mina suckle from his

breast, Dracula has turned her from her "mother-figure"

persona to a being that is now sexual in nature, equating

this act to that of oral copulation. A close reading of the
text however, shows that this is a punishment for Mina
rather than an act of pleasure. She is still has a position
of nurturer as he plans on her being his "companion and
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helper" rather than just a mindless minion as was Lucy

(Stoker 252). In any case, the character of Mina presents a
problem for reading this novel from the male gothic point

of view as she is not a disposable character, but in fact

an integral part of the plot.
A male gothic reading of Dracula demands the character
of Mina, even though she is an exception in this novel in
terms of the way that it is read. Her character evolves and
can be divided into pre and post bite. After falling victim

to Count Dracula, both the novel and the reader's attitude
towards her change. Harriet Hustis in "Black and White and

Read All Over: Performative Textuality in Bram Stoker's
Dracula" claims:

Interestingly, both the Count and Mina occupy a
similarly paradoxical position of animatory

suspension: each represents the living un-Dead.
Thus, the Count is the dead reanimated and a
figure of "pure" pollution, while Mina is the
living not-quite-yet-un-Dead and a figure of

polluted "purity"

(18).

Presumably no one reading this novel will argue that Count
Dracula is a purely evil being. The fact that he has no

reflection in the mirror symbolizes the lack of
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identification of the reader with this character, that is,
they do not seem to see themselves within him.

After being bitten by Dracula, Mina is seen as having

been violated and is no longer allowed in the men's inner
circle. Her mother-figure strength has been diminished.

Before the bite, Mina is seen as 'pure' and any hints of
her sexuality are acceptable from a male gothic standpoint.

In her article "Technologies of Monstrosity: Bram Stoker's
Dracula", Judith Halberstam states that Mina:

[...] as secretary, makes a narrative of the

various documents by chronologically ordering

them and, where necessary, transcribing notes
from a primitive dictaphone. There is a marked

sexual energy to the reading and writing of all
the contributions to the narrative. Reading, for

instance, unites the men and Mina in a safe and
mutual bond of disclosure and confidence (335) . After
the bite however, the men view her violation and subsequent

bond with Dracula as placing her squarely in the realm of
'other' and an unclean one at that.

To the reader, Mina symbolizes the culture of England
(Boone 76). An attack upon her is an attack the figurative

safety of the reader. To rationalize this violation, the
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men exclude Mina, "we must keep her ignorant of our intent,
and so she cannot tell what she know not [...] she must not

more be of our council, but be simply guarded by us", even
though her participation is crucial to finding and killing
the vampire (Stoker 2 81) . It seems that the men of the

novel, and by extension the reader, find themselves
horrified to be dependent on an unclean woman to save them.

This patriarchal notion of men having the position of

power is also noted by Anne Williams. In Dracula: Si(G)ns
of the Fathers, she notes that "Men [...] escape vampire

predations relatively lightly, which implies that being
male in itself provides a degree of immunity"

(448) . Lucy.

was bitten, turned and killed. Although Mina is eventually

saved from the vampire, it does not come about by her own

doing. She is put under hypnosis, which could see as a loss
of control or weakness, and the men of the novel use her
bond with Dracula to determine his location. By killing the

vampire, Mina is freed from this union. However, the reader
is reminded that it is the men who hold the power to kill

Dracula and horrified to realize it takes five men to do it
(Williams, Signs, 448).
The novel Dracula is about "intimacy as conquest"

(Gordon 5). Dracula's conquest of Mina leads to the men's
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conquest of Dracula, both of which can be seen as intimate
acts. The novel is rife with a sexual undercurrent and it
is this allegorical dimension of the novel that readers

find intellectually comprehensible. While readers may not
be able to understand or rationalize the concept of the
vampire, everyone has some preconceived notions about sex.

It might be the guilty sexual pleasure one gets when
reading Dracula, even if it is an unconscious pleasure,

that contributes to the reader's feeling of horror.
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CHAPTER THREE

A MORE MODERN VAMPIRE

After Dracula and during the twentieth century, the

vampire novel moved beyond the idea of bloodsucking, death
and transformation. Readers no longer are satisfied with a

supernatural explanation of vampire existence and the

superiority of vampires themselves. An examination of two
novels, Richard Matheson's I Am Legend (1954) and Carrion

Comfort (1989) by Dan Simmons show that although the
character of the vampire may change, the male gothic

aesthetic remains the same.

I Am Legend - Vampirism as Virus
In I' Am Legend, we have what Dean Koontz calls,

"The

most clever and riveting vampire novel since Dracula"

(Matheson cover). This novel breaks away from the blood

sucking, shape-shifting Draculesque vampire and the
"singular, nasty hero," and the reader is left on unsure

footing as who to actually look upon as "other"

(Auerbach

Ourselves 138). Katherine Ramsland, in her book The Science

of Vampires, notes that Matheson no longer portrays the
vampire as a supernatural entity and provides "a
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description [of vampirism] propped up by scientific

analysis"(45). In this novel we have moved from the
supernatural and intellectually superior Dracula to a group

of plague-ridden, brain-damaged vampires. Similar to their

earlier counterparts, Matheson's vampires have elongated
canine teeth, have a longing for blood and have the ability

to heal most wounds. What differs from previous offerings
is that everything, from the vampire's nocturnal ramblings

to Neville's immunity, is supported with a plausible
scientific explanation.
In I Am Legend, Robert Neville seems to be the only

survivor of a bacterial plague that has infected the world.
Those infected are slow moving, dim witted and seem to

exist only to feed on blood and to convert Neville into one
of their kind. This need drives them to the point of

feeding off of one another after their repeated attempts to
get to Neville fail. Neville, on the other hand, spends his

days searching for the vampires in order to destroy them.

At night, he returns to his home which he has turned into a
fortress and equipped with a generator to provide him with

pre-plague comforts. At this point, he becomes the hunted

rather than the hunter as the vampires gather outside his
home each evening, milling around and calling for him to
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come out. As the plot unfolds we discover that Neville, who
hunts the vampires in order to survive, has been killing

hybrids who have found a way to suppress their baser urges
and actually pose no danger to him. The problem is that

when sleeping, there is no way to differentiate between
vampire and hybrid. The reader is left pondering the

dilemma of Neville as murderer. In an ironic twist on the
classic vampire tale, it is Neville who is now the "other"
and must be destroyed.

Neville is portrayed as an extremely lonely man. This
feeling is reinforced as we learn that his best friend is
one of the most vocal of the creatures that call for him to

come out each night. His loneliness is alleviated briefly

as he finds a dog, and his extreme isolation is brought
home to the reader as we read the last line of chapter

twelve,
dog"

"Because he wanted the dog, because he needed the

(97). The dog, of course, turns out to be infected and

despite his best efforts, Neville is unable to save him in
what turns out to be one of the most heart wrenching

passages in the entire novel. After the dog's death,
Neville struggles to come to grips with his life in this
new world. He thinks:

After the first few weeks of building up intense hope
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about the dog, it had slowly dawned on him that intense
hope was not the answer and never had been. In a world of

monotonous horror there would be no salvation in wild
dreaming"

(110-11). At this point, although the reader is

left with a sense of extreme hopelessness, Neville soon
finds another reason to be hopeful.

Neville stumbles upon a woman who he believes is

immune like he is but she turns out to be a hybrid - one

that is infected but has found a temporary cure. She is a
'plant' from the group of hybrids sent to befriend Neville.
In his quest to rid the world of the vampire kind and
unbeknownst to him, he had also been killing members of

this hybrid cult and therefore they looked upon him as a
danger. Now Neville has been set up as 'other' against not
one, but two groups who seek to destroy him.

The woman comes to realize that Neville meant

them no harm and the deaths of her friends were accidental.
Neville truly thought that they were the same vampires that

terrorized him on a nightly basis. Her realization comes
too late and will later prove to be ineffective in saving

Neville from the hybrids' wrath.

He soon discovers that she is infected, after
which the woman knocks him out and runs away. She does,
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however, leave him a note explaining about the hybrids and

the pills they take to keep them from turning into the

mindless monsters that mill about outside at night.

Although she realizes that Neville is innocent, she is
unable to convince her comrades of this and they come for
Neville in the night. His fears have come true, and he is

killed, but not by the faction that he so feared.

The effectiveness of I Am Legend lies in
Matheson's ability to lull the reader into a willing

suspension of disbelief. Like Stoker, Matheson begins his

novel with the mundane - the living of Neville's routine
life. As night falls and the vampires come out, Neville

strives for normalcy. Making dinner for himself, he "picked
out two lamb chops, string beans, and a small box of orange

sherbet. He picked the boxes from the freezer and pushed

shut the door with his elbow"

(Matheson 17). This exacting

detail of commonplace activities are reminiscent of

Harker's journal entries at the beginning of Dracula where
he chronicles what he has eaten in order to recall it later
for Mina.

In interviews, Matheson has said that he believes
the best fantasy comes from adding just a drop of the

fantastic into an otherwise realistic mixture and then
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writing the story in as realistic a manner as possible
(Punter Gothic 149). As Matheson draws the reader into

ordinary activities of Neville's daily life, it makes the
impact of the extraordinary all the more powerful.

Paying homage to Stoker, Matheson has Neville
read Dracula in a futile effort to find answers. We read,
""the strength of the vampire is that no one will believe

in him." Thank you, Dr. Van Helsing, he thought, putting
down his copy of Dracula”

(28). While seeming to embrace

some of the vampire stereotypes (no sun, no garlic and no
wooden stakes), Matheson moves away from the two major
vampiric themes found in Dracula - Matheson's vampires can
see themselves in mirror and cannot shape shift, a sharp

contrast to the abilities of Dracula.
Rotting might argue that these shifts from the

traditional vampire typecasts signal the end of the gothic

tradition and that Matheson simply trying to horrify the .
reader based on fears of the times. I contend that I Am

Legend is a masterly work of terror that uses variations of
the gothic aesthetic to achieve its goal.

I Am Legend and the "Male Gothic"
One tenet of a male gothic reading requires that the
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supernatural elements within the story be presented as

reality. Certainly in the 1950's, readers would be
terrified by a story with parallels to the undercurrent of
fear due to the era's "red scare" and the apprehension of

nuclear fallout. Our current time comes with the same

fears, and it could be said that modern readers could be
more terrified as we have a larger body of reference (i.e.
apocalyptic books and movies) to draw from. Matheson
masterfully weaves fantasy with possible reality that works

from a gothic perspective no matter when it is read.
Matheson has given us a male gothic setting, but

instead of a gloomy castle, we have a gloomy world, falling
into ruins, much like what would happen in a world

depeopled due to the deployment of a nuclear weapon.
Conventional thought holds that with a nuclear explosion,

most people will disappear in a flash of light. Survivors
will be disfigured and disoriented. This is much like we
find in I Am Legend as the streets are deserted during the

day and at night "the dark figures stood like silent
soldiers on duty"

(22). Neville tells us that they fight

among themselves as "there was no union among them. Their

need was their only motivation"

(23). Women would strike

lewd poses hoping that the promise of sex would entice
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Neville to come out and join them (19). It is not hard to
envision a post-apocalyptic world like this both in regards

to setting as well as survivors. This lower level of

realistic expectations that adds to the level of terror in
this novel.

Robert Neville is presented as the last man on Earth
due to a bacterial plague. This touches upon our fears of

biological warfare present both in the 1950's as well as

today. Much like survivors of nuclear fallout, survivors of
a biological attack would again be disfigured and
disoriented. With these "survivors", Matheson gives us our

required gothic monster as they terrorize Neville on a

nightly basis. As Dracula sought to "infect" his victims

with his bite, so do the zombielike entities in this novel.
Fear of infection from a biological weapon remains
with us to this day, making both Dracula and I Am Legend

relevant and terrifying to today's reader and both are
likely to continue to be read, and taught, for many years

to come.

To ensure I Am Legend's place in the gothic canon,

Matheson mixes scientific plausibility with supernatural
motifs as Neville details the reason for his immunity:

[...] While I was stationed in Panama during the war
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I was bitten by a vampire bat.

[...] My theory is

that the bat had previously encountered a true

vampire and acquired the vampirus germ.

[...] By the

time the germ had passed into my system, it had
been weakened in some way by the bat's system. It
made me terribly ill, of course, but it didn't

kill me, and as a result, my body built up
immunity to it (144).

Thus we have a plausible premise with a supernatural
cause, falling squarely in the required elements of a male
gothic text.

Matheson's monsters have much in common with Stoker's

- "their staying inside by day, their avoidance of garlic,
their death by stake, their reputed fear of crosses, their

supposed dread of mirrors"

(27). Neville even mentions

transformation and vampire's purported inability to cross
running water although these vampires do not fall within
these categories (28, 116). Neville however, either

empirically disproves the act via experimentation (i.e.

hanging a mirror on the door that the creatures break
rather than avoid) or systematically comes up with a
scientific explanation for the action. Garlic was an

allergen, stakes work because the germ is aerobic, and so
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on (129,145). Moreover, the reader gets an additional dose
of reality, not to mention terror, as Neville explains the
vampiric actions of the creatures. He states that he "was
certain that all the living who came to his house at night

were insane, thinking themselves true vampires although

actually they were only demented sufferers"

(116) .

With

the many gruesome crimes committed in our world on a daily

basis, people might comfort themselves that only someone
who is insane could perpetrate such a thing. With that
being said, there is always the fear in the back of one's

mind that we could encounter one that is insane.
Contrary to Botting's assertion that we are
desensitized to this issue, we do still look over our
shoulders when walking alone, fearing the 'other'. Where

Dracula brought sex to the allegorical foreground, I Am
Legend scares readers with a fear of plague. It is for this

reason that both of these novels remain both horrifying,

and relevant, to this day.

Carrion Comfort - It's All in Your Head
Carrion Comfort (1989), by Dan Simmons, is again a

different sort of vampire novel, where the vampires do not
feed on blood but extreme emotion. Three elderly friends,
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Nina, Willi and Melanie, each possess an "Ability" to

control people's actions with their minds. While not

immortal, they can turn back the ravages of time by
"Feeding" off emotions generated during the murder and

mayhem that they orchestrate. They, along with their human
servants, meet every year to discuss a game where the

winner is the one who has the most public instances of mind

control. Simmons intimates that historical atrocities, such

as slavery and the Holocaust, were caused by Melanie and
her friends' game. When Melanie begins to tire of the game,

she realizes that Nina and Willi are in a competition to
eliminate each other, as well as Melanie, for the ultimate

mind rush.
As Matheson used the Van Helsing quotation to define
vampires, Simmons also has the character Melanie define

them early in the novel, thus setting the tone for what is
to come. She says:

Of all of mankind's self-inflicted terror, of all

of their pathetic little monsters, only the myth

of the vampire had any vestige of dignity. Like
the humans it fed on, the vampire responded to

its own dark compulsions. But unlike its petty
human prey, the vampire carried out its sordid
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means to the only possible ends which could

justify such actions - the goal of literal

immortality. There was a nobility there. And a

sadness (25).
This quote encapsulates the theme of this novel. The

characters are all very dignified entities. As each

generation passes, they either move to maintain their

current persona or change identities all together. With
their powers, it is not difficult for them to amass
fortunes and the lifestyle that accompanies money. Unlike

traditional vampires, the psychic vampires can live a
public life. Things seldom go wrong for them as they seldom

suffer from a loss of control. The quote above also shows
Melanie's attitude toward the game changing as she tires of

playing as well as giving a possible justification for Nina

and Willi's quest to be on top. Winning this game would be
as close to literal immortality as these beings can

achieve.

Mind Rape and the Gothic Tradition

Simmons' use of Carrion Comfort as the title for his

book came from Gerard Manley Hopkins' poem of the same
name. He models his story on themes found within the poem
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and in an email correspondence to me dated 07 November,
2008, Simmons writes,

"The Hopkins' title and section

headings are, of course, absolutely crucial even to begin
understanding the central themes of CARRION COMFORT”.
This poem, like many of Manley's later poems, is

filled with a message of despair due to his perceived
"inability to give himself completely to his God"

(Columbia

22911) . Jeffery B. Loomis claims that the speaker "is not

only Hopkins, but also the Biblical figure of Jacob, to

whom Hopkins is alluding, who wonders whether it is he
himself, or his supposed opponent God, or perhaps both, who
gain(s) the final victory in their spiritual wrestling
match"

(1) . The speaker evokes the hopelessness that the

victims of the mind rape must feel as they are forced to do
horrible things over which they have no control. The middle
of Hopkins' poem deals with the changing events in the

speaker's life much like the poet's like after his

conversion to Catholicism. As Melanie struggles to come to
terms with her dissatisfaction with in the game that she

spent so many years of her life playing, I would posit that
the middle of this poem equates to Melanie's changing life

status as she draws away from the game and then becomes one
of the hunted rather than the one doing the hunting.
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Vampires in Real Life

Simmons models his characters on so-called 'real'
psychic vampires and from the incubus and succubus of

Judeo-Christian lore. An incubus is a male demon who visits

females during their sleep in order to have sexual
intercourse with them. It is characterized by having an
unnaturally cold penis. A succubus is the female

counterpart of the incubus and legend holds that both
demons feed off the energy of their victims to the point of

death. Melanie, Willi and Nina as well as others of their
i

kind obviously fit the profile of incubi and succubi, as
they force their victims to unwillingly do their bidding,

with some of the psychic vampires even using their powers
to obtain sex.
Male characters in the novel seem unable to form
emotional bonds, particularly meaningful physical ones. The

character of Tony Harod, in particular, tends to favor
forced, emotionless sex. With his inability to enjoy
"natural" sex, Harod might be said to symbolize the sex

organ of the traditional incubus.
The victims in the novel also fit the profile of a

succubus/incubus victim as well. According to David Hufford
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in The Terror that Comes in the Night: An ExperiencedCentered Study of Supernatural Assault Traditions, these

victims are awake and not dreaming when the attack occurs.

If an attack occurs when other are present, everything
seems normal, even to the victim except that they have no

control over their actions. No matter how hard they try,
they are unable to yell for help or indicate that there is
something amiss. There is no interruption of time, nor is

there an experience of a "dream sensation". Victims also
often experience extreme fatigue (59-86) . These attacks are
also characterized by their violent, sexual nature. In

Carrion Comfort, most of the attacks parallel an

incubus/succubus assault. In addition, if one of the

psychic vampires pushes their prey too hard or uses them
for too long, they will suffer nosebleeds, headaches and in

extreme cases, death. This matters not to the vampires as

the victims are seen as disposable playthings, and even

their "favorites" can be easily replaced. It is all about

control and dominance.
Legends are not the only basis for the psychic
vampires in this novel. Simmons also models his characters

on purported psychic vampires. While it is not the purpose

of this thesis to analyze the psychological reasons behind
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it, the fact remains that there is a population that
identify themselves psychic vampires. Clinically speaking

however, if a vampire is a perverse form of narcissism, it
might be this scientific legitimization that serves to make

psychic vampires more allegorically palatable to readers of
Carrion Comfort.
A cursory internet search of "psychic vampire" returns

a plethora of websites devoted to this supposed condition.
A 1997 New York Times article called,

"Taking the Wind From

Silly Sails" mentions psychic vampires and goes so far as
to recall a vampire panel on a talk show (Riki Lake) with a

psychic vampire as a member (Pollack 1). While far-reaching

in terms of actuality, there is just enough veracity in

this condition to make it symbolically understandable in a
male gothic reading of this text.
The veracity of their claims notwithstanding, Vamp

News website states that everyone feels what a psychic
vampire feels, but normal people are able to replace their

own energy as a matter of course in daily life. Psychic
vampires, however, need to feed off the life force of

others in order for energy to be replaced. The website

explains:
When your energy level depletes and you feel run
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down your body will heal itself and you will

again have energy. Psychic vampires do not have

the ability in their own bodies to replenish lost

energy and must feed on things around them

including friends, family members, strangers, and
objects that have this life force. Not only are

psychic vampires unable to generate energy but
many times they may not be able to store the

energy they do possess, which makes them need to
feed more often to stay healthy. Psychic vampires

that need to feed can experience muscle cramps,
headaches, stomach cramps, nausea, and even have

a bad temper (1).
Simmons seems to have a working knowledge of this
trend and his psychic vampires need to replenish their

energies this way as well. Without the psychic feeding,

Simmons' characters would eventually grow old and die.
While they do age, and during the setting of the novel they

are portrayed as elderly, it seems that the act of

"Feeding" forestalls the aging process for a limited time.

They can be killed and injured and it is worth noting that
the vampires in this novel do not display any of the

stereotypical characteristics that one associates with the
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term 'vampire'. They are not limited by mirrors, crosses,
garlic, the sun and they are not immortal.

While Simmons' novel is set in the modern-day era, he
manages to pay homage to the traditional gothic aesthetic

in regards to setting. While the story takes place in
various parts of the world, there is the requisite "castle"
setting. Tony Harod, a man with the "Ability" who works for

Willi, and his assistant Maria Chen travel to Bayerisch-

Eisenstein, a small town in Bavaria, Germany that borders
the Czech Republic. There they find themselves squarely in

a traditional gothic setting. It is described as:

[...] Something more than a typical mansion,

definitely something less than a castle. A huge

leap of dark stones and narrow windows, the
estate broke off into wings and levels, giving
the impression that it had started out as an
imposing central hall and been added onto over

the generations. The color of stone and the size
of windows changed here and there, but the

overall effect remained gloomy: dark stone,
little glass, narrow doors, heavy walls painted

I

with the shadow of bare trees (184-5) .
Castle, dark, narrow, imposing, gloomy, heavy, shadow
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- all are

used here to describe the setting and all have

negative connotations. One could imagine that Tony and

Maria might have found themselves in Castle Dracula, so

traditional is this gothic setting.

Carrion Comfort and the Male Gothic Tradition
Carrion Comfort typifies the male gothic tradition in
that it presents the story from multiple points of view. We

experience the game, get the history of each character and

watch the plot of the final game unfold as the bulk of the
tale is told by Melanie in the first person with periodic

shifts to the third person. When Melanie is speaking, she
switches between relating present day events and memories
of the past, which give the reader needed background

information about the characters. Each shift brings to

light the seemingly radical differences in the players
while subtly highlighting the common thread that unites

them. Melanie, for example, is a genteel southern belle,

Nina is a high society matron, and Willi is an ex-Nazi

making a living producing films in Hollywood. As Nina and
Willi's thirst for power increases, and Melanie tries to
pull back from this need, the plot advances pulling the

reader along with it. Coleridge's "willing suspension of
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disbelief" surfaces as the reader is asked not only to

believe that three such very different people could remain

close friends for so many years, but also that they could
turn on each other so quickly in order to feel an ultimate
sense of power (6-7). The fact that these people can

control people psychically and can feed from this power is

almost secondary to the bond that Simmons creates between
these characters and the betrayal of that bond. The reader,
who is sympathetic towards Melanie from the beginning of
the novel, almost feels deceived when she uses her power to

survive and shows that she can be just as evil as the other
characters within the novel.
The ability to "feed" is presented in a matter-of-fact

manner which is another quality of the male gothic
aesthetic. There is no origin of this power, and the main

characters are presented as normal, and their victim are
"other", existing only to provide pleasure and sustenance.
Melanie explains:
All humans feed on violence, on the small
exercises of power over another, but few have

tasted - as we have - the ultimate power. And
without that Ability, few know the unequaled

pleasure of taking a human life. Without the
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ability, even those who do feed on life cannot

savor the flow of emotions in stalker and victim,

the total exhilaration of the attacker who has

moved beyond all rules and punishments, the

strange, almost sexual submission of the victim
in that final second of truth when all options

are canceled, all futures denied, all
possibilities erased in an excuse of absolute

power over another (Simmons 19).
One can almost imagine that it is Count Dracula
speaking, rather than Melanie.

Victims within "Carrion Comfort" are fully aware of
their actions over which they have no control. This speaks

to Voller's notion of the Burkean sublime, mentioned
earlier, which occurs with both the loss of self along with
a chary knowledge of control. Most likely, each member of
the book's audience has familiarity with a previous

experience in which they found themselves in a situation
over which they had no control. Simmons draws upon this

feeling of helplessness to manipulate the reader's
emotions, and with each feeding, the reader is terrorized

as they are victimized along with the character.
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There are clear parallels between "feeding" and the
act of rape within this novel. The victims are made to do

things, sometimes horrible things, without their consent.

Quite often, they are never the same after the incident,

either mentally and/or physically, and sometimes they do
not survive. The same can be said of the act of rape in

today's society. According to the Center for Disease
Control, the act of rape can impact not only the victim's

physical health, but their mental health as well. After

being raped, chronic pain, headaches, stomach problems,
sexually transmitted diseases or death can occur. Emotional

consequences include fearfulness, anxiousness, anger,
stress and depression. Some victims replay the attack over
and over in their minds and might even attempt suicide (1).

Many of these things mirror the lives of the victims in
Simmons' novel after a Feeding.
If Botting's theory is correct and we, as readers-,

have become desensitized to the terrible, even horrible

occurrences in the human experience, why then would rape

still be considered such a heinous crime? We are horrified
with the possibility that it might happen to us and we are
horrified when we experience it vicariously through others.
As such, Carrion Comfort is a horrifying novel.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION

Over the span of the one hundred years surveyed with
these three novels, we can see that the vampire legend is
ever changing. No longer is the vampire required to be a
bloodsucker relegated to the shadows or even the other that
we set ourselves apart from. We can also see that these

changes work within the genre and a set formula is no1
longer a requirement for the text to "work" within the
gothic genre.
That being said, there is generally an undercurrent of
the traditional gothic in most vampire novels. David B.

Morris, in his article "The Sublime and the Beautiful;
Reconsiderations" cites Burke's illustrations of the

sublime as providing, "something like a reader's guide to
the Gothic novel:

madmen;

[...] dark night, ghosts and goblins,

[...]

[...] immense, gloomy buildings; tyranny,

incarceration, torture"

(301). All of these things we find

in Dracula, I Am Legend and Carrion Comfort even though
they were written over a hundred-year time span.
Arguably the seminal novel in the vampire canon
(Joseph Andriano in Our Ladies of Darkness - Feminine
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Daemonology in Male Gothic Fiction says it "it was the

originator of a major mythology in popular culture"),
Dracula sets the standard for all vampire novels to follow
(105). Clearly, it is the vampire character that has

survived over the years, .rather than those that seek to
destroy it.

Nina Auerbach in Our Vampires, Ourselves, says

"Dracula lives on in so many incarnations precisely, I

think, because of Stoker's doomed attempt to place more
faith in manliness than he does in vampires"

(186-7) . Along

these lines, Patricia McKee in her article "Racialization,

Capitalism, and Aesthetics in Stoker's Dracula", states
"Western subjects in Dracula are assimilated into an
identity of moral superiority; the vampire appears

incapable of the abstraction that makes whites
representative"

(5). Generally speaking, it is always the

vampire-hunters (often depicted as an upstanding white man
from the West) that emerges victorious in a vampire tale.
Yet it is not the moral, white man that has endured in

literature throughout the years - it is the character that

is the vampire.
While the vampire character still appears in popular

culture, its physical and sexual attributes have adapted to
the times. Today in both print and film we have females in
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the dominant role. Today's vampires are also not

necessarily Caucasian or heterosexual. In 1991, Jewelle

Gomez gave us Gilda, a vampire who was multiracial, a
feminist, a lesbian and of African descent in The Gilda

Stories.

We also cannot forget LeFanu's Carmilla,

published in 1872, whose title character, a female, lesbian

vampire, predated Dracula by a full twenty-five years. In

fact, according to Miriam Jones in "The Gilda Stories:
Revealing the Monsters at the Margins", vampirism often

serves as a metaphor for lesbianism with "LeFanu's text
through its use of unnatural sexuality as a marker of

degeneration and Stoker's through its frantic enforcement
of heterosexual norms"

(153).

Modern male vampires have become more feminized as
well. The late 1990's gave us Angel, featured in "Buffy the

Vampire Slayer", and Stephanie Meyer introduced Edward

Cullen in her Twilight series in 2005, both brooding
characters who struggled with their baser vampire selves
and suffer for the women they love. It is this softer,

gentler vampire that has spawned a new legion of fans, and

reworked the traditional vampire-as-evil role. This
notwithstanding, the name Dracula remains synonymous with
vampire and I believe we would be hard-pressed to find
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someone without a literature background who has even heard

of the character Carmilla. Sadly, this strong association

may be fading with the advent of "Team Edward".
Why is this distinction important? Because it is the

vampire legend as well as the vampire character that

changes with the times and thus remains fresh and timely,
and is not, to quote Fred Botting "redundant"

(1

Redundancy). According to Harold Bloom in "Inescapable Poe"
"the tale is somehow stronger than its telling [...] what

survives despite [Stoker's] writing, are the psychological
dynamics and the mythic reverberations"

(23). Dracula was a

response to the Industrial Revolution and a burgeoning

women's movement. I Am Legend responds to Cold War fears
and Carrion Comfort plays upon our fears of rape and a loss
of control. If the contemporary vampire tale is indeed

often a metaphor for lesbianism, it unquestionably will
play upon a society's homophobic tendencies and make the

reader uncomfortable.

Each novel included in this remains timely today.
Women still strive for equality in a male-dominated

society. Biological warfare remains a large concern. In a

society of "Type A" personalities, many have anxieties
about losing control of their lives. At the time of this
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writing, there is a huge gay rights movement and a
resulting backlash from its opponents. There is something

is each of these novels, and in every vampire novel, I

would argue, that appeals to the person reading it.

Fred Botting says that the gothic genre is redundant
due to the fact that we are exposed to horrors every day
and have thus become desensitized to this type of

literature. I think that this is exactly the reason that

gothic still 'works'. What we read or see on television or
at the movies makes us fearful that the 'terrible' and the

'horrible' could happen to us. A gothic novel or a scary
movie allows us to face these fears and give them an

outlet. Until we live in a perfect world where everyone is

happy and there is no evil, we will continue to have fears
and writers will continue to play on them. Redundant, Mr.

Botting? I think not.
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